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COMBUSTION OF GASEOUS MIXTURES*

j
\ By R. Duchene‘F

,’
Description of the Second Apparatus

The first apparatus not having made it possible to
solve the problem, because the explosive wave was not ob-
tained, a new apparatus was constructed which made it pos-
sible to carry the compression ratio to 7. (Fig. 1.) It
was found possible to improve certain. parts and more close-
ly approximate an actual engine. The apparatus consists
of a steel cylinder with a bore of 50 mm (1.97 in.) and a
piston with a stroke of 295 mm (11.61 in.), as shown iil
Figure 2. The glass tube was discontinued, and the e~plo-
sion chamber was bored in the same steel block, at the end
of the cylinder. It had a volume of about 9S cms (5.85 cu.
in.) and was closed at the end by a spark plug. In order
to makeit possible to photograph the flame, a narrow slot
was made the whole length of the explosion chamber and
‘hermetically closed by glass.

The cartureted mixture was introduced, in the liquid
form, directly into the chamber by utilizing the suction
produced by tile sudden ”withdrawal of the piston. In order
to approximate the conditions in an engine, the mixture
was introduced through a nozzle which was supplied, before
the test, with the desired quantity of combustible. The
negative pressure produced ly the inflow of air drew in
the contents of the capillary tule. (Fig. 3.) The mix-
ture consisted partly of v~por and its homogeneity was
less perfect than in the preceding cases, but the e+ents
occur ia, a way more “nearly “conforming to actual practice.

,,
!&e- temperature .o’fthe. mixture was shotin by “a ther-

mometer introduced into the chamber just’ befo”re t-ne test.
~~

\

—— — .—. ~ —.-.---—
*llEtude de la combustion des m~lailges gazeux. ‘r Publica-
tions Scientifiques et Techniquesdu Minist’ere de llAir.

~

~~
Service des Recherches de l!A4ronautique, pp. 51-66.

1’

This Memorandum is supplementary to X,A.C.A. Technical
Memorandums 547 azzd 548: Contribution to the Study of lTor-

;1 mal Buriling in Gaseous Carbureted Mixtures. Parts I and II.
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Electric heating wires surrounded the cylinder, making it
possible to raise the inside temperature to 180°C (356°F.).
The compression was produced, as in theifirst apparatus,
by a heavy ram, weighing 40 kg ( 88 lb.), which was raised
from its position of equilibrium and allowed to fall free-
ly. The ignition was accomplished by means of a spark
plug, and the breaking of the primary circuit of the in-
duction coil was always controlled by the piston rod,

In order to enable the :Nasurement of the energy de-
veloped by the explosion, the ram was mounted on ball
bearings, so that the height to which it was returned by
the expansion was approximated proportional to the energy
exerted. The maximun height was recorded on a plate coat-
ed with lampblack. (Fig. 4.)

The film moved at the rate of 12 m (39.37 ft.) per
seco”nd, its speed being controlled by an indicator.

Duration of the Compression and of
the Period of Rest of the Piston

.

We considered it important to determine exactly the
conditions under which the combustion wore produced, in
order to show w’hether the results can bo compared with
those obtained in an engine. It is necessary to know the
duration of the compression and expansion, as also of the
pause at the end of the stroke, which does not occur in
an engine.

I?or this purpose a long luminous slot was placed be-
hind the piston rod, so that it was totally hidden by t-he
latter from a photograph camera placed in front. (Fig.
50) A hole in the piston rod transmitted a ray of light
w’nich formed a point on the film. The film was mounted
on a drum. When the piston was driven in by the ram, this
point moved on tho film along a generatriz of the drum,
when the latter ‘was at rest. When the drum was turning,
the motion of the piston was recorded on the film in the
form of a curve.

Figure 6 is a record qbtained in this way. Combusti-
ble, ll~ssoll; compression ratio r = 7; initial temperaJ
ture ti = 60° C (~40°1?.). It is obvious that the com-
pression did qpt take place regularly, but ~y jumps. We
cannot explaln ~his phenomenon. ~he, expansion, on the con-
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trary, was very regular.i The curve bends at the instant
5p the velocit~ ceased to increase. -.Itmay be estimated, that
., ~he-tirne bf’arredt ‘at the bottoraof the stroke was.of,,th.e
i“
!t

order of 0.01 second. During this time the combustion
too% place at constant volume and the flame was not affect-”
ed by the motion of the pistono

We considered it of interest to compare the,top of:.
this curve for different fuels. For this purpose we in-
vented the magnifying dovico shown in Figure 7. Two roe-
orals obtained with this devico are shown in Figure 8. Tho
fuels woro l’EssoIIand ordinary gasoline, r = 7 and
ti = 148°C (298.4°F.). No spark was required, as auto-
ignition was produced at this temperature. with both fuels.
The photographic paper movod at tho rate’of 2.8 m (9.2 ft.)
per second.

From thoso records m obtained tho following data by
taking accouilt of tho fact that tho points of tho curves
situated on the ordinato A Al correspond to tho maximun
ponotration of tilepiston. Tho part of the curve abovo
this ordinate roprosents an elastic displacement of tho
wholo cylinder under the influence of tho thrust Of the ,
ran, Allowing for tho magnification, this deformation is
about 4 END (0.16 in.).

I llJiJssotl
I Gasoline

Period of rest of piston at ~“:
bottom of stroke (max. com- 0.85 0.70
pression) in thousandths of !
a second~ I

! I ..;’I

Velooity of return of piston ~
1’

at end of 1 cm (0.4 in.) of ~1 m (3.28 fti ‘1.4 m (4.59 ft.)
expansion stroke (per sec.). 1 ~

I
[ Velocity

I
!Veloci,ty seems .,,,:

1 continues \ to have reached.1
! to in-, ~ its maximum. be-

Remarks I crease b.e- ! fore bottou of
. j 10W phOtO- ;photo:

1 graph. ~
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It is evident from these records and the above ta-
ble” that the combustion, as judged by its effects, pro-
ceeded more” rapidly with gasoline than with lrEsso~ll The
time of combustion at. constant vblume ‘was a little less
with the former. The curves corresponding to the expan-
sion show that the “maximum velocity of combustion was
reached sooner with gasoline than with llEsso.ll

We have giyen the results of the preliminary tests
to show how our device differs from a real engine. The
velocity of the piston in our apparatus corresponds ap-
proximately to the nean velocity of the piston in an en-
gine running at 300 r.p.m. Thj.s is much slower than the
speed of an ordinary engine running at full power, but
about the same as that of a Diesel engine. Nevertheless,
when fuels are investigated in a special engine, like the
Armstrong, it is made to revolve at a speed of this order
of magnitude. The piston is not arrested at the bottom
of its stroke in an engine, but its velocity is known to
pass through zero at the dead center and to be snail in
this vicinity.

Consideration of the Results

The second apparatus, which we have just descrited,
gives displacement records of the flalflesimilar to those
of the first apparatus, but they are not so uniform, due to
the mixture being less homogeneous. With this apparatus
it would be difficult to plot curves like those in 3igure
9 showing the effect of the richness of the mixture, be-
cause the differences between two identical tests are
sometimes greater than those due to a variation in the
richness of the fuel. One might, of course, obtain an
acceptable result by repeating the tests and taking the
mean of the data obtained.

Data Taken from Several Records

In order to make this point clearer, we will give,
in tabular form, the numerical results of several series
of tests. Although tests were made with many hyilrocar-
bons, we will confiue ourselves to the corxpa,rison of two
which differ greatly as to composition and results, name-
ly, ordinary gasoline and Ilbenzol 901! (benzene). Here are
the characteristics of these two fuels:
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S.G. Boiling poin_t

w.- ..
Or’dinary ’gasoline (Itllbtricinefl) 0.728 31 to 200°c

Ben,zdl 90 (l~Paris’gash) 0.880 ?8. s llo”c

and 90’per cent at 100° C
,,.

“During the tests, the richness of the mixture was always
slightly greater t-nan.that of the the.oretioal mixture;
because our previous tests showed that the comlmstion
speed of such a mixture is the greatest. (See Table I,
page 13.)

Consideration of These Results

Oolumn 2 of Table I shows that successive tests, un-
der as like conditions as possible, gave the following
variations for 0 duration of propagation.

Gasoline 4.8 < e < 7.2

}

in thousandths
‘Benzol 4.2 < 0 < 6.0 of a second.

Moreover , it seems to follow from this table:

1. That the combustion as a whole (from the instant
of the spark until the instant at which the flame reaches
the other end of the chamber) is more rapid for benzol
than for gasoline.

2. That the lag (time between passage of spark and
beginning of propagation) is smaller for benzol than for
gasoline. If this difference in lag is taken into account,

:,, it seems that the actual period of propagation is prac.ti-

/, tally the same for both hydrocarbons.

~: 2. That both the lag and the difference in the durr.-
tion of the propagation increase, yhen the time allowed

l!

1“

for the formation of the mixture (calledlldelayll in the,
[~1 tab.l,e)decreases~..

ll~!
1,/!

We.have stressed the importance of the discrepanci.es
between two .consecutive. tests, in order- to show that no”.’

‘1 ~

~q’ conclusion can be drawn from a single test and that any
conclusion must be drawn from the mean results of as large
a number of tests as possible. It is by proceeding in
this m~ner that we have established the few following
“points.,.

.+
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Xffe.ct ot “’theInitial ~emperature of the Cylirider. .

““’It,is, interest’ing ‘to consider ”’first”tfi.eqffect of
the temperature of the mixture on the “meag,propagation ve-
lbcity of” the flame. Table II summarizes the results ob-
tained with several fuels. The nuubers indicate the time,
in thousandths of a second, required for the flame to trav-
erse +iho10 cm (3*93 in.) explosion chamber. (See Table II. )

The effect of the initial temperature is considerably
below 50*C (122°F), the mean velocity doubling when the
temperature rises from 15 to 50 or 60°C (59 to 122 or 1~0°
1).- A~ove this temperature the velocity does not seem to
vary much. The combustion velocity of the heavy gasolines
is greatly increased by the addition of benzol~ The diam-
eter of the tubes seems to have no ap~reciable effect above
15 urn (0.6 in.). Under those conditions the velocities
obt,ained can be used in q.ngine calculations. They aako it
possible to regulate the piston stroke according to the
combustion spood of the fuel.

Effect ~f the Composition of the Xixture

Tho mean velocity of flan6 propagation varies as the
richness within the narrow limits of the richness used.
The lag is ‘great in lean mixtures. In rich mixture the lag
is zero for benzol and of the order of one thousandth of a
second for hexane. (See Table III, page 19. )

Effect of Compression Ratio

The effect of the compression ratio on the mean veloc-
ity of flane propagation was also investigated.

,.
The test

results are given in Table IV, page 19,

The Shock and the Explosive Wave

The first apparatus gave us no information rega,rdiilg
the explosive wave, because we were never able to find it
on the flame photographs. The second apparatus was con-
structed for the purpose of filling this gap. Despite th,e
possibility of using the compression ratio of 7“and rais-
ing the temperature of the nixture to 115°C (239°F), the
new apparatus very seldom gave us the 31ack streak sought,
corresponding to the formatioil of the explosive wave? Nev-
ertheless, in an engine of the ““sanepiston displacement,
knocking or detonation occurred as soon as the cctnpressian
ratio exceeded 5, the cylinder being cooled by a stream of
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cold water, Under these c~nditions tie were led to doubt
that the knockin+j was ’produced by”the explosive wave and>,,
“we h“~vo’been iritie-stigat+tig’as to whether some degree-of
discontinuity in the cdiilmstion of the fuelb, easily pro-
ducing the, phenomenon of the shock, may,have a s~stenatic
character.

We.”had noticed that the pliotograyhs given by the sat-
urated hydrocarbons (hexane, heptane, ga8’oline) showed
discontinuities pot shown by the photographs obtained
tiith t~e aronatic hydrocarbone~ “If these .di.dcontinuities
had any relation to,the shock, ‘it should be pos.siblo to
incroasq t’hon and to nake then ,no”reand nor”o general in
proportion as they are placed under -conditions r~oro fav6r-
ablo to the silock. I?or,this purposo, wo con.ductod a largo
nunbor of tests (about 400), whilo varying nothodically
tho experinontal conditions, nanoly, tho tiuo for the for-
nation of tho nixturo, tho ignition tir.ling,tho richness,
tho tonporaturo, and tho coiapression ratioi The following
is a sunnary of our conclusions.

Wh on, in gbnoral, tho curvo is continuous and the
darkening which it outlines is pro{grossive ~nnd continuous
for benzol and its honologuos, there are very froquontly
discontinuitios of curvo and of darlzoning for the sQturat-
od hydrocarbons which causo the shoclcs. The discontinuous
records, ,however, do not soon to becoue uore froquont in
proportion as the conditions aro nore fa~orablo for the
production of the shock. The discontinuities noted arc+
certainly indications of a less regular combustion aad
consequeiltly of sudden variations in tho engine powm?~
Their frequency in a series of tests enables the classifi-
cation of the fuels according to their fitness for this
high conprossion ratio, but thdre iS nood of a noro,pro-
ciso and constant indox~

FAiminatioq of Knock by Turbulenc6

,, - Ricard’o notod tho offoct of ,%urbulopcp on the disap-
pearance of knocking and, ‘in ordo’r toincreaso the turbu-
lence in engines, ho invented a.d~lindor head for produc-
ing turbulence, as shown in Figure’ 10. Our test apparatus,

b.o .in which the .py~inder @qoper.is Sq,par.~,tpdf,~on ,the explo-

1 sion chanber by a pronounced coris%riction, l$kewis~ pro-”
~ duced turbulence in the explosion chanb.er. Fe repeated
; the previous tests, after appreciably” in”creas%.ng the””diar.l-
1 eter of the constricted passage in the “apparatus, so as to

r-educe the turbulence, We then obtained the explosive .
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wave easily and regularly at the conpdession ‘ratio of 7
and the initial temperature of li’5°C (239°F) b

Records Obtained with the Explosive Wave

The explosive wave is characterized by a tilack streak
on the record, which is formed toward the end of the prop-
agation of the flame, as shown in Figure 11 and photo-
graphs XXI to XZXVII* Terefind here the aspect of the
photographs obtained by Withrow. This aspect of the rec-
ord .is constant, and the photographs obtained with benzol
never show this phenomenon. (Nos. 1,.IT, III, for exam-
ple.)

Effect of Temperature on the Records

The appearance of this black streak on tile record if
the test is aad.e at a constant compression ratio and with
gradually increasing temperature, indicates a temperature
which is called the initial temperature of the explosive
wave b If the temperature continues to Ie raised, it is
found that the normal propagation no longer reaches the
end of the combustion chamber, but is previously inter-
rupted by the explosive wave. The black streak on the
record, which represents it, becomes more and more pro-
nounced as compared with the norxal intensity. By in-
creasing the heat, a temperature is reached, 150-160°C
(302-32001?) for ordinary gasoline, at which the record no
longer shows normal propagation, bllt only the spark and
the explosive wave (photograph No. XXXVII).

In Figure 11 we have tried to represent the success-
ive phases observed as the temperature is raised. The se
phases are also shown on the photographs. If increasing
quantities of tetraethyl lead are added to a gasoline
which yields, at 150°C (302°F), a record of the type F in
Figure 11, one obtains successively all the records (E, 3,
C, 3, A) in which the discontinuity of the detonation is
decreasingly pronounced. To obtain this result, it is
necessary to add only very small quantities of tetraethyl
lead, of the order of 1/1000 of the volume of the gaso-
line. Every trace of an explosive wave can thus be elim-
inated. These additions do not seem to have any appre-
ciable effect on the ignition temp.erature~ which affords
a new proof of the independence of these two phenomena and
confirms the observations of .Aulert$ Pignot and Villey.
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Classifying Fuels According to Their Resistance
to “Detonation

For a given initial temperature and compression ra-
tio, the quantities of tetraethyl lead required to be
added to a series of fuels to eliminate detonation nay
serve as a criterion of the tendency of these fuels to det-
onate. Unfortunately it is necessary to treat very small
quantities with precision and handle a.poisonous substance
with pipettes, which is rather dangerous. Therefore this
method of classifying fuels does not seem very practical.

?7e prefer the following nethod. A few preliminary
tests deternine the temperature at which one of the fuels,
presumed to be of medium quality, yields a record showing
the phase D or E in Figure 110 Then the whole series
of fuels is tested without changing the coaprossion ratio
or temperature. Tho more normal the con?mstion, the less
detonating the fuel will be considered. If one or two
fuels of known detonating powers, evaluated by octane nuil-

bers, for example, are interpolated in tlhe series, an oc-
tane number can be attributed, without groat error, for
each of the fuels tested.

The photographs show records corresponding to a series
of fuels previously classified with the aid of a special
engine. The differences shown are considerable for small
differences in the octane number. Photographs XXXIII to
XXXVI1 corres~ond respectively to the octane numbers 72,
66, 62, 57, and 50.

Identification of Fuels

Special engines give greater precision than the pho-
tographic method in determining the octane number. such
engines can give the octane number to within half a point,
while the photographic method with our second apparatus
can only give it to within about two pointse

The ‘photographic method, however, gives us.,a definite
and incontestable record. A different photograph with the
same apparatus indicates a different quality of fuel. The
most important characterist$c~ shown tiy the photographic
records are” the total time of propagation, the lag (and the
beginning of the detonation.

17e would consider it of interest to add to the offi-
cial description of a fuel showing the specific gravity,
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distillation curve, etch; explosion photographs, taken
with a standard a naratus at certain predetermined temper-

&atures, e.g., 125 , 135°, and 145° ~ (257°, 275°, and 293°~)~”:
Ue believe the photographic method could be advantageously .
employed in some such way.

,’,.
Capital Importance of the Initial Temperature

The effect of the temperature on the appearance of
the photograph, when the conditions of detonation are ob-
tained, is considerable, as shown by photographs XXI to
XiZII. These photographs were obtained with six different
fuels, a test being ma~e with each at 145°C (odd-numbered
photograph) and at 136 C (tilefollowing even-numbered pho-
tograph). For example, photographs XXVII and XXVIII were
obtained with the C.1.P. fuel at these two temperatures,
the compression ratio being 7 and the richness 88 mms/
liter (1/11364) at the given temperature. It was found
that the violence of the detonation was decidedly more
pronounced in tile test made at the higher temperature.
This statement also holds true for the other five pairs
of photographs. The phenomenon is yerfectly systematic,

The influence of the initial temperature on the deto- -
nation records (but not on the other records) is such that
it is necessary to be absolutely sure of its value in the
explosion chamber before the test. Above all, it must be
very uniform. Thus far we have used electric heating
coils and, if the results are interesting, we think they
will be still better and that a greater precision can be
obtained in the identity of the records by improving the
regularity and precision of the heating.

Tests Now Being Made

A third apparatus isnow in use, in which the heating
is effected by the circulation of hot oil around the cyl-
inder and explosion chamber. The records obtained can, in
fact, he, classified with much greater precision. We have
profited by this new apparatus to approach still more
closely the conditions encountered in ‘an engine. The com-
bustion chamber is more compact, while retaining the nec-
essa~y geometric shape, and the constriction is almost en-
tirely elimin~ted. We think this apparatus might consti-
tute a standard apparatus for the identifications of which
we have spokqnt !The Service des ldatibres Premi&res de
llAdronautique. will henceforth employ this method for test-
ing engine f~els,

I
—,
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SUHMARY

This re:port not only presents ~flattqrs of practical
importance iil tb.e classification of engine fuels, for
which other means have proved inadequate, b71t also makes
a.few suggestions. It confirms the results of ITithrow
and Boyd which localize the explosive wave, in the last i~or-
,tions of the mixture burned. This keiilg the case, it i?lay
be assumed that the greater the normal combustion, the
less the energy developed in tile explosive form~

In order to combat the detonation, it is therefore
necessary to try to render the normal combustion swift
and complete, as prod-~ced” in carbureted mixtures contain-
iilg benzene (henzol) , in which the flame propagation, be’-
ginniilg at the sprark, yields a progressive aid pronounced
darkening on the photographic film.

lye stated that the propagations of the !+;asoliileand
its constituents showed a coilsiderable lag. The propat~a-
tion which follows the lag is dLi.m and incomplete, after
wliich one often observ~s a suddeilly increased darkening
(photo~raplls VI, VII, VIII, IX). The explosive wave,
doubtless due to peroxides w~~ich had time to form during
this delay to normal combustion, must originate as tlie
rupture of aii“unstable state, analogous to the crystalli-
zation of a s~.rpersatura%ed liquid into whici~ a crystal is
dro:oped.

The antidetonants, of which tetraethyl lead is the
most powerful, enable the attainrneilt of better normal com-
bustion, both in velocity (reduction of the lag) and in
completeness. lIeilCethe ex-p:l_osivewave cannot form (due
to the absence or small quantity of peroxides) or, if it
is formed, its power is diminished in proportion to the
increase in the normal combustion.

i In conclusioil, we wisil to express our gratitude to

\ those who ha,ve aided us either materially or by their
,“ counsel.
)

f Among the former we wish to ,acknowledge the generos-
ity of Inspector General Segl.lin,J2irect’eur tin Service des1’
Recherches de llAdronautiq,u.e, as also of the uana’gement of
tile Socidtd du Gaz de Paris, wilich is an important source
of national fuels.

“f

Ilk . —
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hong the latter, we wish t’o’”express our gratitude to

ldr. Cotton, member of the Institute, and to Professor
Mailhe and Villey -o$the,:FacUl,$Y ~$ $c~e:c~s. .. .... .

., ... .,,.;. :..,
Las~~’y, we wis@..~o express .qti.r~i+y pa~~icplar~g+at-

who hi6, followe’d the”se ~e,sts”sinceitude..t.o.;1!lr.Aupert,,
1926, and y.ho h?sjpf~ep. g:yeri:~s, the rnOral”SUP:?ort so ~ucll
nee,de~:by inve.stigato,rs .in the h“ou.rso: .disa@pointmentO. ,..

..... .....’ .,,,.
., .,,

Translation by Dwig~,t M. .Min.er,
National: Advisory COmFli.t.tee .
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!IAZLXI

Gasoline “——
Compre~5i’0”n-ratio

Temperature in cyl-
inder

Atmospheric pressure

lhzelinjected into
cylinder per liter
of cylinder volume,
in mm3

Number of consecutive
tests at one time

Delay between begin-
ning of intake and
compression (for ho-
mogeneity of mixture)

Propagation time(in
1/1000 sec.) for
distance of 10 cm
(4in.) ,

Mean velncity per
second deduced from
above figures

Lag (time between
spark and beginning
of propagation)

Remarks

1-
“7

56°

762 Hg

12’7mm3

3

6 min.

5.2, 5.3, 5.8,

mean 5.6

I

le n?

I

1, 1.7, 2.6, ;
1

2“

7

56°

762

127

8

6 min.

5,2, 4,8, 6.2,
7.2, 5.6, 6.3,
6.7, 7.2
mean 6.0

17 m

1.2, 1, 3.1,
3.5, 2..1,1.9,

mean 1.7 : 2.6, 2.6.
mean 2.1

All the photos ~ Half the pho-
show disconti- ~ tos show dis-
nuities of ~ continuities
darkening

— .–.-l.--_._...

3

‘“ 7

61°

771

127

10

1 min. 30 sec.

7,5, 6, 5.8,
7.2, 6.8, 7.4,
6.6, 5.7, 5.8,
9 - mean 6.8

15 m

3.1, 1, 3, 2,
2.5, 3, 2.3,
1, 1.3, 4
mean 2.3

Four photos in
ten show dis-
continuities

(mm x ,03”937= in.) (mii~x .000061 = cu.in.) (cmx .3937 = in.)

(r.x 39.37 = in.) (°C X 1.8) + 32 = ‘F
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Gasoline—— --
Corqression ratio

Temperature in cyl-
inder

Atmospheric pressure

Ihel injected into
cylinder per liter
of cylinder volume
in m23

IJumherof consecutive
tests at one time

Delay between be~in–
ning of intake and
coqmession (for ho-
mogeneity of mixture)

Propagation ti~e (in
1/1000 sec.j,for
distance of 10 cm
(4 in.)

La[y(time between
spark and beginning
of propagation)

B-ema.rks

TABLE I (Contld)

4

7

63°

759 I&

5

1 nin. 30 sec.

407, 5, 6,
5.2, 5.3
mean 5.2

1.2, 1, 2,
1.1, 1.2
mean 1.3

Two photos
show discon-
tinuities

.—.. ..——

6.4

63°

770

107

3

1 min. 30 sec.

8.7, 5.~, 9.2

nean 7.9

4.2, 1.9, 5

mean 3.9

ho photos
show discon-
tinuities

—. —

6

6.4

660

764

107

8

1 min. 30 sec.

5.6, 5, 4.1,
7.8, 4.9, 5.?,
13.2, 5.1

mean 6.4

16 m

1, 1, 0.4, 3,
1.3, 1.5, 5.7,
2.1 - mean 2

Half the pho-
tos show dis-
continuities
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Gasoline——
Com~ression ratio

Temperature in c:rl-
i~ider

Atmospheric pressure

I?uelin,jectedinto
cylinder per liter
of cylinder volume
in mm3

Number of consecutive
tests at one time

Delay tetween begin-
ning of intake and
compression (for ho-
mogeneity of mixture)

Propagation time (in
1/1000 sec.)k,,for
distance of 10 cm
(4 in.)

Mean velocity per
second deduced from
Stove fi~ures

Lag (time between
spark and beginning
of propagation)

{f Remarks

—

TA8LE I

?

5.9

66°

762 Hg

12’7mm3

5

I

I 1 min. 50 sec.

4.9, 5, 4.9,
8.8, 6.8
mean 6.2

16 m

1.6, 1.7, 1.7,
3.4, 1
mean 1.4

One photo
discontinues

Contld)

8

5.9

64°

760

116

6

1 min. 30 sec.

5.2, 6, 4.4,
6.5, 6.8, 6.7

mean 5.9

1? m

2.3, 2.2, 2.0,
2.5, 2.7, 1.9

mean 2.3

Two ’photosdis-
continue

9

7

1020

762

6 sec.

2.4, 6.5, 11,
7.3, 7, 5.8
mean 8.6

11.5 m

.
6.5, 1.7, 5.4,
4.7, 3.7, 2.2,

3,7

All the photos
show a sudden
darkening af-
ter a very
faint begin-
ning
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TAI?LEI (Contld)

Ben!zol90

Compression ratio

Temperature of cylin-
der

Atmospheric pressure

Fuel injected per
liter of cylinder
volume in mma

Numter of tests made

Delay (for homogene-
ity before compres-
sion)

Propagation time (in
1/1000 second)

Mean velocity ?er
second

Lag (between spark
and beginning of
propagation)

.

—...
2,.— —..—
7

62°

762 Hg

105 rmns

10

6 min.

5.3, 5, 4.2,
4.5, 4.2,
4.9, 4.6,
6.6, 6, 6
mean 5.1

20 m

0.7, 1.2, 0.2,
0.6, 0.’7,1,
9.9, 0.5, 1, 1

mean 0.8

I~ All Thotos show

Remarks
i continuous and
! nro:,qressive
darkening

....—.— ..—.-—

——
3———.. ..—.
7

630

759

12’7

5

min.30 sec.

3.9, 4.6, 5,
4.2, 4.6
mean 4.4

23 m

.——
4

7

630

759

105

3

1 min. 30 sec.

5.4, 8.5, 5.1

mean 6.1

16.5 m

~.4, 0.6, O,s, ~1.5, 3,7, 1
O.?, 0.6 I

I
rcean0.6

~o::::’;is_Continuous , ,
and mrogress- ~continuity
ive da.rkefi- ~
ing

j——.— -—.————
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TAI’L?L!!I (Contld)

------- Benzol 90

Compression ratio

Temperature of cyl-
inder

Atmospheric pressure

Fuel injected per
liter of cylinder
volume

Number of tests made

Delay (for homogene-
ity before COrE-
pression)

Propagation time (in
1/1000 sec.)

Mean velocity (per
second)

Lag (between spark
and beginning of
propagation)

Remarks

L

?— —

5.9

63°

746 Hg

127 mna

5

I.min. 30 sec.

3.1, 3.7’,2.8,
5.5, 3.8
me:ln3.4

I

Continuous and
progressive
darkening

—— ...—

8

5.9

640

96

3

1 min. 30 sec.

5.1, 4.3, 4.9

ream 4.7

:?1.5 m

1.7, 1, 1.6

mea,n1.4

Continuo-~sand
pro~ressive
darkenin[~
—— --.——..—-..

9

‘7

105°

127

3

6 sec.

7.3, 8, 8

mean 7.8

13 m

<>.5,2.2, 2.9,,

T,ea-n2.’3

TVJO photos ShOW

discontiriuities

..
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TABLE.Z1,

Propagation Time of Ylame in Thousandths of a Sec6ad

C6H= 5.9,

Benzol 90 5.9,

Benzol (auto) I 5*9,

Hexane 5.9,

Heptane 5.9,

.. (A ‘ 5.9,
i

/ ~

B“ 7

c 7

Light gasolines D 7

E 7

IF 5“.9;

(B”Y!, ?.

{
Heavy gasolines Cl

I 7

B1 + 30$ benzol 7

DI +.30’$ hen~ol 7-

——.——.-——.

Teuperat-ire of cylinder
_.-_-.——.”—

lF--- 50°

8 3.3, 3.5

8

5.5, 4.5

8- 8 I4.2, 4

5-5

(a) .5.s, 7

(a) ,5

(a) . 5.5
.,

9 7

9 6

6.!7. 5.6 [ .
I

(a). I 15

I
6.5

I 16

6

6.4
~

.--— —“.—---

—— .-

60°

5, 4.2

,.. ‘,.

.—

—-. —

100°
——

:“

4.6

5

5.1

4.9

4.1

4.4

.—..-.

(a) Ignition impossible.
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TA13LE III
.—— ——. —...—— .————. --- .— .—.-—__________.-.—.
‘Temperature of cylinder , 95° C (20301’), Compression ratio, 7

Richness
of

r~ixture
(~,lh~~liter)

116

103

88

75

50

..— ——— - --.-- —-. -..-. ---—_ -.._ .—-_
Time of .propagatioil through 10 cm (about 4 ini)

of pure gases, in thousand tils of a second
——- ———-. . .. ——.——— ——’——r. -—— ——. -- —- —,...,. -— --------

Benzene (0=56)
1

Hexane (CGH14 )
—— —-———- .... -———--—-— --------.>-----------

4.4

3.4

4.2

5.9

6.6

4,6

4.2

9;1

8,6

10.1

————..--. — .——
TABLE IV

-—-. —- —-.---.——— -----— -- .,..--.-—- --- —-—-----—, --— .,——.— —--

!i!em.~erature, 61°c(141.80i?). Richness of v:ixture, 127 m+ltter
-—... ——-—.-

1

,.—.-.——-- -.—....--——— --.-,...-—-.-—- .-.---—-

Tiue required for fla:~e T Lag ‘oetween sparl: a:td be-
to traverse explosion gi-nning of pro-paga.tion ,
cham;>er , in thousandths in thousancltlhs of a
of a second L _second
--——. —---- —-—. ---.—-,.-——-—.— ---.—----------.—..-.-.—-—--.-....-......

Corn. press ioil Ratio
———-—-... -.—- —.—-----——---—-,-—----~-—-.--—---.——--——

;;:;;;:-j--”-”--::;___”J 7

I

5.9 I ‘7
-— —-—-.— --—--—--------fl—----—--—.------—-

1 0 ~ 6*9 2 I 2

Benzol 90
1.

3.5 I oo~

——— —-—- —~-:_-–_L–_::-_-~_—....._._-_..
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,’

Photo-
graph

1

11

111

IV

VI

VII

.,.:
VIII

.. . .
IX,,

x“

XII

XI-II

xv

XVI

XVIII

XIX

xx

--- .

TAFLEV
..

Conditlans’.mdetWhich the”Photo
,.,,,, .,, ..... .,
.,’:. .F .:u::.,e:1

.. ., .!.,::”. . .
. . .

I?en201

._

Gasoline S 2

,.
-.

Gasoline.S

‘GasolineS-3enzol
{mixture 70-30)

Gaqoline

He,Tue + 4$ Amylene

Gasoline S 3

Benzol .(auto)

Hexane

lIexane+ 14 Amylene

Tempe.r-
of mix-
ture

degrees
——

62

56

56

100

63

100 .

.50 .::

50 ““”

50”:.

50

54

53

54

i5

50

15

50
—

. .

:a.phswere Obtained

Compression
ratio

..,,

Richness inn@
per liter.of

H@+lre

—..
“7

.,-

._

“7

‘7

7

6.4

4.5”

“5.9 ,,
:“:.’
.“5.9”.

,.

5’.9

5.9

5.9

5.9

7

5.9

5.9

5.9
—.

107.”.,

>
-’

127

127

127

107

127

140

116

116

116

“88

155

116

191

103

191

103
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Fig. 11 Variations in the record due to raising the initial temperature.
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,&,,,, ,..,,.. /,., j,,/,.,/,,,,/.,,,,

l-- - 381 l-m ‘4+100-4

Fig, 2
,18

.

,>.?,

1.

Threaded
stopper——.._-

F-J-J
Q-..

Fig. 3 Device for cbtaining mixture

,.

Ram \

\

Lamp%lack plate

\

\

m,-
./
,’,’

,’
,Cylinder

1!=

J!.-’’’”

=--1=+
Explosion
chamber

Fig. 4

—
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,.

II
( “-—------- Revclving damn

-----

‘“>.+
------

--------------”----- .-

.

&.:j ,

Fig. 5 Device to record motion of pistnn.

Figs. 5,6

—— . . . . . ..— .—.—

I

I
~j

—

il

II
Piston

II
AI

stro-kc
II

Penetration II + 295 mm
Ii

of piston ; Point’of
, bending

I II I
I II I

+——_.—.-_._ -II
!

Iv-l ———-——~--
1 :1 I
k——.-— 0.09 ——->{+:7~—— Q.07 ——>1
I I

sec. A.oi sec.

Fig. 6 sec.

Timo >
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.—

Arc
lsmp

I‘ I&4 L-.,
---P+’l+——— p’ –4

Fig. 7 Magnifying device. The magnification is given hy the

P
ratio -

P

15

+C

G
%-1

~
.I-l

o

I

I

~ 10 15 20 25

Time in thousandths of a second
Fig. 9 Cyclohexane. Velocity of flame front plotted against time in

thousandths of a second.

~#Jfj-’@’/)22:,-7,,_jjy –_._T -

*+Jim +<;,<.’” “ma,,.-—,
</’ <-— ,2/~ /;;;;/:,.>/,: +jj,’”./’ ‘

_, /,,;11/4---
T 2“

Ricardo cylinder Test apparatus
head.

I?ig.10 Comparison of Ricardo turbulence cylinder head
and the test apparatus.
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